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.several weeks ago, an evening edition of the Denvel post

an an editorial written by aonald aeagan. The editorial is a

plea for 2nelish teachers to- go "back to the baSics." 3asics

to aeagan apparently means "plain old realin' and writin'." He

bases his argument on a recen: news story concerning a survey

by the .1ssociation of Departments of ,;nglish: The survey of

436 colleges reported that "students are leaving high school

with a much poorer training-in fundamentals *than before."

aeagan oints to ver=bal inadequacies of youth evidenced

by such recent expressions as "ya know---like---I mean" and

blames this verbal ina.leivacy on the permissiveness of the 1960's

-nglish electives curriculum. His solution calls for a return to

what he remembers es "those endless grammar frills ; stuffing your

heal with rules and exceetions-to-rules. . . singsong recitations

of ',:;vangeline, or 'The thyme of the .incient .

which; he continues, now appear to he the true "key to one's

ability to write clearly. . ." aeagan's solution to the problem

of hoa to turn students into literate adults is "rigorous drills. .

com)ulsory courses. . . a l'ell-planned and supervised reading

program. . .",

If all the -nglish teachers in the schools today were to

follow ,e,egan's formula, the task of teaching 2nglish would

instantly become a fer, ,:ar easier one than -we have dyer known.

eald if all .nglish teachers in ,merica ioda:y were to believe in

aeagan's formula, 1 could not believe in a future for -merica.



aules without reason, drills wktheMt meanings, writing

and reading without imagination, mechanical expression without

expression of self. These are "'basics"? Basics perhaps for

turning out a nation of robotsT certainly not for human beings.

The philosopher Ludwig Attgenstein said; "The limits of

my language mean the limits of my world." To eiadloy the mechanics

of language without imagination is to limit a person's world to that

of &veritable wasteland-..- .ithout ideas and emotions, there is

no need for language. aeagan-Ls attack on the '-60's approach is

justified in the sense that in its permissive extreme, it is

almost as shallow an approach as .:eagan4's rigorous drills. The

extreme of disorganized, unrelated, irresponsible "creativity"

without structure restricts tha individual to living in a world:

alone becaUse he cannot Jo_ oUt_Ide the limitS. of self to connect

himself with others = -he does not posses:.: the toolS fot making

this conneetion, 26th these paths of extremism-are marrow and.
;

Both-destroy. Neither is creative.

aeagan falls_ in his= editotiaI to reach for the real basic.

the basic of hutam potentials, the basid that makes hutans human,.

To be human is to create. To create is to- possesS the ability

ta express one-A's self in some concrete form. Creativity is what

keeps humans from being like naIvina aeynaldsT "Little Boxes"

that all look the sameor from being One of T.S-.- Eliot4=s_

"hollow nen".tor from being a product =of .1Idout_fluxleyls Brave

Dew_otld,

CteatiVity is what makes a musical composition- different with

each person or gtoup that plays it and brings the music to -l=ife in

a-new.way._ It ='s what makes the difference- between- a dinner that

is a matter of consuming calories to keep one from-starvation=
_-=

or a sensory delight to savor am.) exclaim over and remember._ I=ts

what makes the performance-of a dance by a creative lancer a.

living -experience for the viewer4 It=' -s what makes_ the difference

between- read=ing a- novel imaginatively and merely reading the wards

bedause it's a boakeveryone's tal=king about._ Creativity is what

-makes IIfe exciting and mysterious and unptedictable and wonderfull-



-eag:In's editorial speaks in half-truthr, as so many other

news'IaJer items hAve in recent mc.ths that are advocating a

"back to the basics" in .nglish teaching, 'art of the ability

to ',3e creative with language is pos,essing the tools for language

creativity. 2hese tools include 1) a knowledge of and facility

with language skills ( -orwagania "plain old readiri' and v..:-itin' ")

2 -) a wile variety anal bckground of life and language experiences,
/

and 3) a Breit deal of exercise in using language imaginatively..

3efore these elements can be put into _effect, though, there

must be a need or a lesi =re- -a motivating force-7-te use language

in the most effective and creative way possible.

illiam 2aulkner says in his Lobel Prie acceptance speech

that ar initial requirement for writing well is that the writer

must put all fear asiie7. He says- that good= writers create out

of the materials of the human spirit.i7rthat they wri =te of the

"problems of the human heart in conflict with itselfand that

they are motivated to write out of love not lust, ouperfickal

reasons or moti =ves de not produce good writing:. Faulknerla

Lan vital of the human voice includes- courage, er:durande*

responsibility, and a desire to listen and responds solely to-

the human spirit.

2=he creative process is different for each person-,- but

certainly amateurs can learn by liateming to the professionals-,

In his esa17 "_en and the -rt of riting*" Bradbury describea

the technit he uses in the Creative pxocess,_ jkis process consists

of three ;;arts* but the parts must work -together as the parts

of an automobile work together4 If one patt is net functioning*

the entire mechanism becomes crippled, Bradburyla formula is:

.wlaxation: ooms=t

.hat this means is that first a writer must turn out

:,dantities of writing kInHnglish classes-, intiude reaiing and

listening and speakingl, Jurinu the process of grinding out

_identity, the writer learns skills and technics and constantly

searches for more ,,affective ways to- express what be feels.

"Not to work is to ceas , to tighten-up* become nervous*" says

er!!ilbury* "and therefore destructive of the -creative ,,rocesa."



_Q)

titer a writer 'has produced quantities of work his body

and brain can work automatically for him. lie doesn't have to

think about dangling participles and orjanizing a paraeraph

clearly. He doesn't have to think about where to place a comma

Or how to spell a word, Those produsses become--out of sheer

auantity of practice -- largely automatic. The .mind can then

relax. Its like learning to swim or ride a bike or prepare a

mealafter concentrating on each particular part of the process,

the process eventually becomes an automatic whole,

,hen the mind is freed, it can plumb the depths of its own

subconscious and open itself to input from the outside world.

Those things from the subconscioee and those from outside self

then begin to bubble and boil and brew ue marvelous new- concoctions.

Bradbury says, " ,hat do you think of the world?. . Let the

world burn through you. Throw the prism light, white hot, on

paper. Make your own individual spectroscopic reading."

Bradbury adds that work in the sense he's using it equals

love. fhis echoes : Jt Faulkner said about creating out of the

materials of the human sal,p1t4-creating out of love, not lust,

4wagan's editorial comeletely ignores the reason for good reading

and good writing. The '60's, electives approach neglects how to

oroduce good reading and writing,

To produce thiS good reading and good writing, English

caassroom structure demands some additions to Faulkner's and

)radbury's aavice to embryonic writers. Teachers must work with

a number of students who are not motivated and who are of many

levels of ability in language use, The logical place to begin is

with a highly motivated, caring teacher who,will consciously go

about building an- atmosphere that will' encourage creative

productivity in his students,

1) The student needs to feel comfoptable in his
classroom surroundings,

2) The student cannot feel fear of his teacher, his
fellow students, or oe himself,

3) The teacher should =help the student feel a reason to
read, write, listen, speak effectively and imaginatively.
He should encourage =the student to feel emotion--anger,
love_, hate, sorrow, fear, desire--so that he will want
to verbalize that emotion, In short, the = teacher must
try to-bring his students to life or bring life to
his students,



4) The student .c.alould understand cle,=.rly what he is
expected -to do an-1 how he is to do it. He can be
highly creative within the bounds of a clearly
structured assignment. He needs structure, but
he must have freedom to expressAhimself within
that structure,

5) The teacher should provide a variety of learning
experiences. ,A student's curiosity and desire to
express himself should be aroused through exposure
to a aide variety of ideas and of ways to express
reactions to those ideas.

6) the student. deserves an audience (besides just the
teacher) for his' efforts with opportunity for
feedback. This gives him the incentive- to continue
to grow and to deepen his language creativity.

.Jerhaps none of our students will be %illiaM F.aulkners or

-ay 6ralburys, but each of =them deserves the chance to explore

and develop his own unique language potential.

To achieve this goal it-is vital to =equip students with

mechanical skills, but at the same time it is = vita =l to provide

many op-Jortunities to exercise imaginative powers. Reagan

insists that creative language experiences should be offered

only "after the student has a strong foundation of reading and

grammatical, writi nTT-no t before . "

.hat ..eagan ignores is= the- fact that by the time a child is

three years old, he generally has a- working facility with hd

language. Le also has infinite curiosity and an- incredible ability

to o.--iserve the minutest of details and to see things in completely

fresh, original ways. Aeagan's system will kill a child's

imajination by threatening him or boring him or confusing him?

The toO's "system" denies him a system for expression. .hat the=

child needs is for someone to, provide him with =the language tools

he needs to- express what his imagination conceives. The tools

should be given the child when- he has a readiness for them.

CJood -nglish teachers have provided a full language experience

for their students in every generation, no matter what current,

eduational fad happens- along. Good ,flaglish teachers continue

to Jrovide a full language experience for their students

within the framework of whatever current system their schools

are prescribing-.



Some ingredients vital to the creative process:

1) Establish a creative, anything-is-possible, frame of mind.

2) Develop a love and caring in Yourself about life.
Be willing' to make a commitment to an idea born of the human spirit.
Be willing to do the very best that you can.

3) Learn skills and practice them daily.

4) Develop the art of asking appropriate questions and learn to
make relationships among, ideas.

5) Learn to be selective in what and how you use the materials
you work with,.=develop a sense of perceptiOn.

6) Be aware--,be open and interested in everything and everyone.
Do not close doors.
Develop an inquiring mind.
Exposé yourself to many kinds of =people and experiences.

.7) Learn to relate abstractions to things concrete or that
relate to the Senses (develop sensitivi ty =,= sensibility, and
sensuality).

8) Acquire a knowledge and an acceptance o self and be true to
that self.

_Acoept. -others-,-or _at least -refrain-from- judging-others
Recognize -that= here is_=no---ONE ,WAY tb, solve-ro zdo-sothething7,7

that there- m'ay---be as -many- -waysi-of _doinve-thing-,as there
?re ,people==each, individual ,has,'his own-- perception :Of -things_
ands ,his-own= Style-Of =expressing= _that pre-ceptiOn._

19)-, =Have- the -,courage- to= try -your own_ ideas - -to- =risk faiture,=,cir to=
create-something:that ,may= turn-sout to-1)e bigger than Ourself.

111 -Recognize -when= an Ideas is- =dead= -and_ d-eci-de- Whether to- =drop- it
-or =change -course.=

-The- =Creative- Tro-cesS_ ita elf _Involves :

1), :Having= a -problem:or
considering -what altrnative- there- are.

3): -Dediding,-on= cotirse- of _act=ion doing:
-0: Getting= =feedback _an& =evaIuatihg- -the-



Some guidelines for a classroom atmosphere conducive to the creative process:

1) Does your room have a warm feeling? Do you have colorful posters, dried

or fresh bouquets and plants, mobiles, in the room?

2)- Does your room arrangement give the students a feeling of equality and

intimacy? (Can you use a circle or semi-circle with yourself on the same

level as: the- students?)

3) Does your room stimulate thought? questions? ideas? Do you have quotations,

poems, news articles, editorial cartoons posted or written on the blackboard?

Are thr -rs books and newspapers on shelves and tables?

4) Are yi ble r-,rim when- the ,students come in?

5) Do you put y,-) eself into a positive and open frame o mind

before -the ;.,,tudents enter the room?

6): Do you smile at and/or -greet various individuals--by name-
. =before==dIaSs =begins-?-=

7f), .Do =youyou respect -each =of your students- as a unique thunian- -being?

:DO- you- liSten- o-what yOur -studetts--Saya:

F-
9)° Do yclu enjoy a= variety of kinds =of life,-,reading, and writing

experiences?

10= -Are -yo_u= to- try something -_ =new= in=your =claSseS9=

11) Do you = provide different kinds =of learning experiences for your students?

12) Are your assignments reasonable, clearly stated, 6 meaningful to the

students?

13) Do you keep private things private--both for = yourself and for your students?,

14) Do you provide audiences for student writings and speaking activities, other

than just yourself? Do they feel a reason to write, read, speak, listen?

15) Do you provide experiences for which students do not receive letter gradeS?

I6-)- :Do= -you- try to- ask -questions_ that = have =no- answers?_

17) Do you try to examine as a class both professional and seudent writings for
things that are good as well as for identifying weaknesses?

18) Do your class activities allow for individual differences in 4bilities and

in interests?



19,)-. Do you -take a few minutes each period to share things of interest among
the class members? (a news item, a poem, and event 01 issue at school or

in the community -)

20) Are you flexible enough to drop or change a plan that isn't working?

21) Are you fully aware that you are working with adolescents who are
experiencing a multitudeOf physical, emotional, and mental changes?

22) Do you believe that braina and imaginatiens'need- exercising of all kinds
on a -regular basis if they are to grow and become better?

23) -HaVe you seen the film Why Man Creates at least once?

24) Have you read Neil Postman's and Charles Weiugartner''s books and articles
(sometimes they write together, sometimes separately)? Have you read Jeffrey
Schrank's Teaching Human Beings? Have you -read similar works of other

authors?

25) Do you read the English Journal and your state NCTE affiliate magazine?

26) Do. you- read Media and,Methods magazine?

27) Do you.send off for materials available through the preceding magazines
as well as other sources?

'28) Do you exchange ideas with elementary school tea,ehers?

29) Do you attend meetings, conventions, and workshops with the intention of

sharing ideas?

30) Do you ilize resources in your own conununity, school, and studerq body?

31)= Do you try to make yourself and your students consciously aware of language
and_of using it in positive, creative ways?

32) Do you readand ask your students to read-from highly creative writers
like Ray Bradbury and e.e. cummingsand from children's literature (some
of the most highly creative writing there is)?



1) Make visual collages or mobiles or taped sound collages a theme idea.

2) Plan and print a class newspaper. (print probably means ditto)

3) Write a book review of a book you wish you could read.

4) Write an original joke.

5) Write a -tall 'tale, a myth, a fable, or a legend.

6) Write the lyrics for a ballad.

7-)- Make a dictionary of current slang expressions (this could be a group
or Clas project).

8 -) Turn a short story into a taped "radio" broadcast complete with emcee,
commercials, musical background and sound effects.

9) Stage a classroom mock trial.

10) Write your description of a "dream" car--home,job--school = -or community.

11) Create a= -comic strip or make a filmed cartoon.

12) Put together a slide-tape program using poetry or narration around a
theme (can be donel individually, in- pairs., .or threes).

1_3) Write metaphors. fo the school lunch menus.

14) Plan and do a vid otape program recording (the format of the original TV
show "Laugh-In" wrks

1

15)=-Make-,up-an-original grafitti.

16)_n_.Pro_V-ide= Vati-Ous- linda_ of sensor y-exp-eriences,-:thenthaVe -th-e students- describe-
them in-,figuratiV_e language-..

Write -"-found"-_poetry._

I8)-i _Write-concrete- -poetry-

19), Interview==one- another -i(paira):, and -write =up- a "PierSonality=iprofile" of the
person- interviewed'.

.2-07 7Keep a, journal ,(ncit bel_grad-ede but to 'be 'given. some directlion) =.

21 =)= Have frhqu' ent, brief exercises in observing and remembering details.

22) Write lists of your loveshatesnightmaresdreams. Irse these lists as
ideas for stories, poems, or essays.



23) Writ: 30" radio commercials; headlines; photo or picture captions (these
activities give practice in being creative and in being concise).

24) Write a series of "outrageous statements" (i.e., The little old lady hopped
into the Jaguar, floored, it, and peeled out.). Choose one of them from your
list and develop it into a story.

25) Hand, out construction paper word cards to small groups. Use the words to
construct poems, phrases, sentences of ,variuus typeswhatever structure
you need to work on.

26) Imagine that you are _a -tree (or _a mouse or a _turkey or whatever). _Describe

yourself and then _how you feel about something.

27) Write a letter-to-the-editor about an issue you st ,,ngly support or
strongly object to.

Z8) Ask, three different people to read aloud "in just" by e.e. cummings. Discuss
what happens in the different interpretations and what the effects are and

why.

29) Take a silent nature walk, jotting down all the sensory images you become
aware of Return\ to the classroom look at whaL you have written down, think
about what you felt as you took the walk, and then write whatever you wish

about it Write iast. and don't worry about mechanics. This is a "first

draft." You may wr=ite in rWhatever form you wish--desciption, rnaration,
poetry, or anything your imagination calls 'for.

30), Writea- let_ ter -telling your -Aunt Rate-about, your -date to: the-=Senior
ifrite a =let te,- yOur.-beSt _abotit yo-ur date- to= the-iSenier

Prom._

3I)=-Use-=pictures=,_ -quatations_,,-music_, or -spec-iil -sound:-effects, to- stim-ulate

-creative -writing,-
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Some selected examples of individual ways of expressing a similar response
to life:

NO- MAN IS AN ISLAND-

No man- is an island, entirenf itself;
Every man is a piece -of the continent,
A -part of the main;

If a- clod be washed_ away by the sea,

Europe is. the lesSer;
AS well as if a Tromontoxy were,
As taell as 11 a- manor of thy friends,
Or of thine own were;
Any ri16-1s death diminishes Me,

Because- I am involved in- mankind;
'And_ therefore= never send-to- know

for whom the -bell tolls-

It tolls for thee. ---,John Donne

I AM_ =A :ROCK

A winter's\ -day

WHO AN I?-

-4Paul, Simon.

,

It =took _me -more -than-twenty years to= =realize that

I was Tart of EtheM,, and- gthat in spite of -dis ance,_

was Tart of therti (her -fainiiY)_=. I =was- not ,_ in= Short

With- al-I beings

and- all -=things'

We shall be as- r_elatives-.

-- Sioux Indian=

is a = patt of Us.

-- Gunther N
N

There is only one man in the world 1

--Carl Sandburg

they lived in me, that
time, and difference, I
, alone.

--Marya Mannes

,
=


